The numbers are sobering, the impact on families and communities devasting! America’s mental health crises are affecting everyone. Hardly anyone is left untouched by the impact of drug addiction and overdoses. Suicide is virtually epidemic among teenagers, veterans and the elderly. Anxiety about violence from crime and terrorism has everyone jittery. And depression is present in virtually every family. Where are the voices that offer some solace and calm?

It’s time to turn to the healing power of a standup comedian!

“A Mental Health, Comedy Monologue

Dr. Will Miller has lived his life managing his own complicated issues. But he has also earned five graduate degrees, worked for 25 years as a psychotherapist, and has spent a decade as a stress consultant for police officers. He’s trained as an addictions counselor, is a certified trauma professional and is an ordained minister. On a lighter note he spent 15 years as a night club comedian & 20 years as a corporate speaker and entertainer.

(Let’s be serious: if Dr. Will can’t relate to our issues, no one can!)
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“As a therapist, health psychologist and trauma specialist, my presentation addresses our mental health crises. Humor and new perspectives, make the message palatable and memorable. It is a message of hope paired with practical counsel that relates to all hearers.”

To Bring Dr. Will to your event contact:
drwillm@me.com

Attendees have responded with positive comments reflecting enjoyment in the presentation and their personal reflective experience.